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On the bridge

The Land Institute’s new leader 
deals with two worlds  
to save the one that matters

scott bontz

W
hen Rachel Stroer was 

a girl, she would drive 

north with her father and 

mother from home in 

Salina to help coax 320 acres in the country 

back to prairiehood. Some of the half-

square-mile of land was hilly and unplowed, 

but much of it had been in row crops or 

grazed. The family took out invasive trees 

and burned to encourage native grasses and 

forbs. Rachel visited areas of vigorous tall-

grass, collected seed in glass jars, and sowed 

it on struggling ground. And the place grad-

ually became something nearer native. The 

Wedel family weren’t expert conservation-

ists, but Rachel’s father, Alan, a physician, 

had read indigenous writers, Thoreau, and 

William Least Heat-Moon’s “PrairyErth”, 

and she picked up from him a land ethic. 

“He had a lot of reverence for the space, and 

the soil, and the plants, and the animals”, 

she said. As they walked the land, they 

talked, and they observed. Rachel would 

follow directly in her father’s steps, in part 

to avoid badger holes, but also thinking of 

paths taken by the original Americans and 

the bison. “There was a feeling of quality of 

movement in that place”, she said. “There 

was a spiritual and philosophical aspect that 

has grounded me in my life.” 
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Rachel Stroer has worked for an architect, rebuilding a tornado-ravaged town, and earned an mba, always with 
sustainability in mind. Here she speaks at a conference on seeing Earth as ecosphere. Scott Seirer photo.
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That quality of movement might 

have played in her interest in dance. There 

was also her artist mother, Sandy, who 

studied printmaking and Greek mythol-

ogy in college, and who paints and sculpts. 

Rachel did well in Salina’s public schools 

and enjoyed the academics. But for college 

she wanted to eat her cake and have it 

too, and so combined dance with sci-

ences and the great books, including Plato, 

Descartes, and Goethe. “It was a big mashup 

of my interests,” she said. This was at 

New York University’s Gallatin School of 

Individualized Study, which Rachel also 

liked because it was outside the status quo, 

but, she hoped, still useful.

Even so, she graduated without a 

career goal. First came work in hospital-

ity and exploration of a graduate degree 

in dance. But she always had in mind sus-

tainability, though at the time she might 

not have used the word, and she wanted 

to work with more purpose than making 

money. She joined a Kansas City architecture 

firm that aimed for sustainable buildings. 

Among her work there was a master plan to 

rebuild after a tornado destroyed 95 percent 

of Greenburg, Kansas. She also learned 

about the “triple bottom line” – people, 

planet, prosperity – and decided that sus-

tainable prosperity could not be reached 

without more involvement by the power of 

business. To learn that world’s language and 

“way of being”, she went back to school for 

an mba. 

Rachel Wedel had gone to high school 

with Pete Stroer. They once had a date 

for homecoming but that was all. While 

Rachel went to New York City, Pete went to 

the University of Texas. He played profes-

sional tennis, and then became a financial 

adviser. The two reconnected after college 

during Christmas visits to their families in 

Salina. They developed a friendship, and 

then a marriage. With an infant, they moved 

back to their hometown and the boy’s 

grandparents.

Rachel came with no job. “I had no 

idea what I was going to do.” But she had a 

strong memory of The Land Institute’s pres-

ident at the time, Wes Jackson. The Kansas 

City architect had asked her to call Wes 

about something, and after she told him her 

name and that she had grown up in Salina, 

he drew her family tree with astonishing 

thoroughness. “He knew more about my 

genealogy than I do”, she said. And this was 

comforting. Wes showed her the importance 

of connection to place through connection 

with one another. 

Back home, Rachel stayed in touch 

with Wes, though feeling no sense of being 

needed at The Land Institute. When it 

began a $22.5 million, 15-year project with 

the Malone Family Land Preservation 

Foundation, however, “All of the sudden 

my mba had some relevance.” She was hired 

on in 2015 as director of strategic opera-

tions. Her title changed to chief operating 

officer, then chief strategy officer, and, last 

summer, to acting president. Nine months 

later, the Board of Directors decided she 

would lead The Land Institute to spread its 

collaboration around the world and speed 

development of perennial grains for a more 

ecologically sound agriculture. 

Rachel had long wanted purposeful 

work, but in terms of a career had never 

considered herself aspirational. She joined 

The Land Institute with no idea that six 

years later she would be president. Three 

months on, the job feels quite different than 

when she served as a stopgap. “That was a 

nice little training-wheel realm”, she said. 

Now there is a greater sense of responsi-

bility, and greater stress. “I hope it hasn’t 

changed much for staff. I think it’s mostly 

changed in my mind.” Some of the stress 
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comes from searching for people to fill new 

jobs as the institute grows, including a 

human resources manager, a communica-

tions director, and a director of the global 

project called New Roots International. 

She’s also involved in fund raising, con-

tracts, and trying to improve work culture 

through such things as a less hierarchi-

cal structure, with a “team of teams”, and 

classes in diversity, equity, and inclusion. 

And working out what the institute is to 

become. “How are we going to live into this 

long-term vision of perennial grains in poly-

cultures on a majority of grain-producing 

acres on the planet? How do we grow when 

we also know endless growth is not pos-

sible?” She hoped that by the end of this 

year she might finally be able to describe a 

typical day as president.

Three years ago, the Stroer family 

moved back to where Pete went to college, 

Austin. They took two boys, who Rachel 

said are opposite in every way. Nine-year-

old Isaac is cautious, shy, contemplative, 

and, like his mother, brown-eyed. Five-

year-old Ethan is boisterous, confident, 

funny, and, like his father, blue-eyed. Rachel 

herself is the oldest of three children, with 

five years between each. 

Every three to four weeks, she drives 

the 630 miles to Salina, sometimes with the 

boys, stays with her parents, and spends a 

work week at The Land Institute. In June, 

she led The Land Institute’s first in-per-

son monthly staff meeting in more than 

a year. The setting was a shaded breeze-

way between the research building and 

the threshing building. The temperature 

was 100, but everyone was face to face, not 

mediated as Zoom thumbnails, muted and 

appearing to look at one another’s fore-

heads. Rachel told the group that it can be 

draining work to get the attention of the 

agricultural complex, hard to hold the line 

for what she called the courageous, long 

view. But she said, “I’m invigorated by this 

meeting.”

Her commute is long, but it bridges 

a gap between two worlds needed by the 

institute. There is Salina, ingrained with 

a sense of place, and tending toward the 

insular. Rachel grew up here and knows 

the place deeply. And there is Austin, with 

more than a million people, a state capital, 

the flagship university, and wealth – masses 

“accustomed to having resources”. Such 

accommodating comforts can limit creativ-

ity, Rachel said, and people in places like 

Austin and New York don’t really under-

stand agriculture. “You just get a different 

set of questions. These are the minds that 

we have to change.” Urban, consumer 

culture can discourage her, but she said, “I 

am optimistic that there is a pathway for 

humanity. If I wasn’t optimistic, I wouldn’t 

be doing this work.” 

She also keeps in mind the world lost 

by those who originally lived, sustainably, 

in the place that she helped restore to native 

flora more than a century later. “Today I’m 

acutely aware of the privilege that this expe-

rience represents”, she said. “I am a white 

woman whose family immigrated to the US 

and to Kansas in 1874. I got to walk on this 

land that was stolen from the very com-

munities and tribes from which my family 

was learning, through reading, about how 

to interact with it. I grieve this and am on 

a journey to understand how I can use and 

distribute this privilege in a meaningful way 

in my work at The Land Institute and my 

personal life.”
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If a place is welcoming to new members they’ll want to stay. Linocut by Roger Peet, an artist in Portland, Oregon. 
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Judge not, lest ye lose 

people from your state

emily rude

R
omance is a survival strategy.  

Romanticizing things helps us 

cope with ugliness in our every-

day lives. If we’re very good at 

it, we can feel quite complacent in the most 

absurd conditions. I often wonder if this 

is why images of sunflowers and wheat are 

absolutely everywhere you look in Kansas. 

They call to mind the real beauty of the 

prairie, and the true satisfaction of a solid 

harvest. Beauty and bounty – that’s what 

Kansans want Kansas to be about. The Land 

Institute is what brought me to Kansas; the 

land is one reason why I stayed. But the tall-

grass prairie is less than 4 percent of what it 

once was, continent-wide. Only about 3 per-

cent of Kansans actually farm. Even if you 

aren’t from the Midwest, you’re probably 

aware that few young people are excited to 

live there. For many of us, rural or in town, 

Kansas is desolate. It’s fast food, weedy 

lots, and judgement. True, fast food can be 

excellent sometimes, and weedy lots have 

their own morose poetry. But the judgement 

– that’s what’s truly wearying. It comes in 

small doses, but it adds up.

It comes from the minimum wage be-

ing $7.25 an hour for over a decade – less 

if you’re a student or a tipped employee. 

This might put you over the poverty line if 

you work long hours, but it won’t pay your 

bills – especially if you have kids or health 

problems. To people thinking of making a 

life here, this says: We only think people 

are worth something if they have a college 

degree or good connections. If you’re young 

and new in town, good luck.

It comes from not being able to get 

healthcare if you’re able-bodied and your 

jobs don’t get you over the poverty line, 

which is $12,880 per year. This can easily 

happen if you are, say, an adjunct professor 

who also works parttime for a small non-

profit. This says: If you don’t make enough 

money, we’re okay with you being sick. This 

also says: If you’re poor, we want you to stay 

poor.

It comes from the Kansas sales tax be-

ing more than double – in most counties 

triple – the base Kansas income tax rate of 

3.1 percent for taxable income up to $15,000. 

(Any income after $15,000 is taxed at 5.2 per-

cent, and after $30,000 it’s taxed at 5.7 per-

cent.) The sales tax is 9.5 percent at my  

closest grocery store. This says: We think 

people who make less money should bear 

more of the burden of paying for state ser-

vices. In other words, we think people who 

make less money are more responsible for 

the mess we’re all in.

The insidious ambiance of judgement 

also comes from more personal interactions, 

which nonetheless are often a result of pol-

icy and not necessarily personality. While 

not unique to Kansas, this sort of judgement 

comes with disappointing frequency here.
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It comes from the sharpness in the 

voice of the hospital staff member as she 

charges you a fine for not keeping your ap-

pointment – even if the reason might be ger-

mane to her mission of care. This says: You 

are not as important to us as your money is.

It comes from the refusal of the po-

lice to believe that their buddy could have 

abused his girlfriend – the reason my friend 

refuses to set foot in Junction City ever 

again. This says: We protect and serve who 

we like, and who we like looks like us.

It comes from the police being the 

only option when you’re worried that some-

one will harm themselves – and if you’ve 

ever seen this play out, you probably know 

how scary it can get. This says: If you are 

suicidal, you are the same in our eyes as a 

criminal.

And then there is the sort of judgement 

that is cultural, inherited from generations 

of schism and prejudice. I’m talking about 

racism, of course. Bleeding Kansas has al-

ways had its fair share of racial struggle. 

Nowadays, it shows up as a coolly suspi-

cious – and oddly persistent – stare at the 

only Black person in the grocery store. Or, it 

appears as the 911 call in response to a Black 

couple walking up a friend’s driveway for 

their weekly game night. Or, it appears as a 

Kansas National Guardsman writing “Make 

Lindsborg White Again” in chalk on Bethany 

College’s campus, which has lately enjoyed 

an increase in Black and Latinx students. 

None of these situations are hypothetical. 

And I haven’t even got to the unwelcoming 

flavor of religious judgement. I don’t think 

I need to. Whether you’re religious or not, 

you already know, don’t you?

None of these Kansans – not the secre-

tary of state, the hospital staff, the police, or 

even those folks in the grocery store – would 

judge you to your face. Not if they knew 

you, up close, as a human being. But they 

don’t know you. How would they? They’re 

just playing their roles, as they’ve been told 

to. At some point, though, the ugliness is 

too much. The romance of wild sunflowers 

and waves of amber grain just can’t compete 

with the grim prospects that face someone 

starting out in Kansas, especially if young, 

especially if not white like 86 percent of the 

state.

Being part of a church can help. This 

is how many young people who stay are 

encouraged to do so, it seems. Church pro-

vides sorely needed community, purpose, 

support, and even a little glory. And, of 

course, romance. These churches, many of 

them quite new, with smart branding that 

give a flavor of athletic wear, do the work 

of retaining young people that the state is 

incapable of.

But this only works for people already 

here, already part of the church culture. It 

does not attract those for whom – for one 

reason or another – Christianity has always 

meant unfair judgement. And, unless you 

work for the church, it does not absolve you 

of the sin of being poor in Kansas. Not in the 

eyes of employers and the state, anyhow.

I don’t blame people if they get defen-

sive when I talk about all this. I don’t even 

blame those folks who have told me to move 

if I hated it so much – although this is one 

of my least favorite comebacks, because it 

comes off as very – well – judgmental. But 

I respect pride of place. It’s adjacent to un-

conditional love, which is a beautiful thing. 

I say “adjacent to”, because true uncondi-

tional love is not blind. True love of Kansas 

sees the ugliness as well as the beauty. It 

sees opportunity for the beautiful parts – the 

people, the land – to thrive. Not just in our 

romantic fantasy, but really. Changing policy 

is one way to do it. I think we’re capable of 

it. In the meantime, we can follow the ex-

ample of the many churches of Kansas and 
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build community wherever we are, with or 

without the help of the state.

One interesting idea for building 

community in a tangible way that became 

somewhat popular during the pandemic, al-

though it isn’t new by any means, is mutual 

aid. Everyone practices mutual aid to some 

degree already, if only by doing household 

chores, helping a friend move, or bringing a 

casserole to a potluck. It’s sharing your time, 

skill, and energy, without strings attached, 

knowing that your work will build the rela-

tionships that you need to survive and thrive 

for the long haul. The only trick is to orga-

nize that sort of thing on a larger scale, and 

between people who may not know each 

other well, or at all. Unlike charity, it re-

quires seeing others as equal to you in social 

standing. In other words, not judging them.

A community that’s capable of mutual 

aid at scale is capable of welcoming new 

members. A community that is welcoming to 

new members will attract new members, the 

kind that will want to stay.

There are mutual aid groups all over 

the nation, even in other red states, but few 

in Kansas. I’d like to understand why that is.

For my part, I’m learning a heck of a 

lot about community, judgement, and  

mutual aid. A lot of this learning happens in 

the classroom, where I teach undergraduate 

biology at a small-town college. I feel like 

I’ve learned more in four years of teaching 

than I learned in eight years of secondary 

education in agronomy and plant genetics. 

Young adults are fascinating, and more intel-

ligent than they often get credit for. They’re 

also very frustrated, and disappointed. They 

had expected more of us.

I’m not going to leave Kansas. It’s 

home, and I love it. Not just for wild sun-

flowers, although I’m grateful to live among 

many of them. Not just for our state’s farm-

ing heritage, although I’m surrounded by it. 

But also, for the unappreciated beauty and 

value of the people we lose for want of bet-

ter judgement – and the people we could 

gain, if only we welcome them.

The writer teaches at Bethany College. You can 
reach her, including for a list of sources, by writing to 
rudeea@bethanylb.edu.

Hand Threshing

aubrey streit krug

The sunflowers reseeded themselves into a forest to sway in the wind.

I had to look up to see the bees.

After petals fell each head bent with weight into a shepherd’s crook.

What I harvested was a secret even to me.

The dry heads held their yield tight against thump and crumble. 

Facts like songs only sometimes come free easy.

The wind teased help and skittered light chaff from grackle black seeds.

At last I could see every necessary sort of thing.
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Priti Gulati Cox created a flame on an ash stump by arranging seeds from wheat, cowpea, buckwheat, and 
perennial sorghum. Wood-fired powerplants are terribly far from a net-zero solution to greenhouse gases.
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“Net zero”, smoke, and mirrors

stan cox

W
ith 137 nations, including 

the United States, now 

having set targets for 

achieving net zero green-

house emissions by 2050 or so under the 

Paris Agreement, hope is bubbling through 

the climate movement. But “net zero” is not 

zero, and these pledges are not as ambitious 

as they seem.

According to the world’s climate ex-

perts, to keep global warming below the 1.5 

degrees Celsius called for in Paris will now 

require reducing greenhouse emissions by 

8 percent per year, every year, until they 

are fully eliminated. A reduction that steep 

cannot be achieved without a precipitous 

phase-out of fossil fuels, which account for 

more than three-fourths of global emissions.   

Zeroing out oil, gas, and coal on such 

an ambitious schedule would hamper and 

almost certainly reverse economic growth. 

Therefore, in their recent climate pledges, 

governments have set as their target a more 

palatable variation on the theme of “zero”. 

Confident that their growing econo-

mies will deeply depend on fossil fuels 

through 2050 and beyond, national leaders, 

including President Biden, are pledging to, 

in theory, cancel out carbon emissions from 

oil, gas, and coal by extracting an equivalent 

quantity of carbon out of the atmosphere 

and keeping it out. We will still be pumping 

out greenhouse gases, but net emissions will 

be zero – on paper anyway.   

“Net zero” is an illusionist’s stunt. 

Molecules of carbon dioxide can be made 

to vanish the moment they are emitted, by 

invoking the prospect of “negative emissions 

technologies”. However, the industrial and 

biological mechanisms by which the nega-

tive emissions will be conjured up tend to 

be ecologically destructive, wholly impracti-

cal, ineffective, or even purely speculative. 

The dream of extending the fossil-fuel 

era well beyond its sell-by date has long 

been exemplified by the quest for “clean 

coal” or “clean gas” powerplants. These 

facilities would be made ostensibly carbon-

free by capturing exhaust from the smoke-

stack, extracting almost all the carbon di-

oxide, and injecting it belowground, where 

it is supposed to remain forever. Industrial 

carbon sequestration of this sort is energy-

intensive, expensive, and therefore not done 

in practice – except to extend the profitable 

flow of crude from depleted oil wells, there-

by leading to more emissions. 

A wider search for ways of generating 

“carbon-free” electricity has led to the use 

of wood pellets as fuel in power plants. This 

process is not emissions-free; in fact, wood-

fired power plants produce more pollution 

per kilowatt-hour of electricity than coal-

fired plants. But no worries – there’s a net-

zero solution. Newly planted trees can be 

relied upon to eventually capture as much 

carbon dioxide as was released by pelletiz-

ing and burning their predecessors. 

The European Union classifies bio-

energy as “renewable”, so over the past 
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decade, plant matter, mostly in the form of 

wood pellets, has come to account for well 

over half of the union’s ostensibly carbon-

free electricity supply. Voracious demand 

for wood pellets has led to deforestation in 

Eastern Europe. The EU nations are also im-

porting pellets from as far away as the pine-

lands of the southeastern United States. 

Wood-powered electricity has a fatal 

flaw: its climate account is perpetually over-

drawn. A power plant can release a tree’s 

worth of carbon into the atmosphere within 

minutes, but decades will be required for 

a replacement tree to recapture that quan-

tity of emitted carbon. Then that tree will 

be burned, canceling out the savings until 

another tree can grow to maturity.  Electric 

grids would be on this carbon treadmill 

through the very decades in which emis-

sions must be eliminated completely.

In Estonia, the land-use sector, which 

includes forestry, is traditionally a net ac-

cumulator of carbon from the atmosphere. 

Now, with extensive clearcutting under way 

to feed Europe’s power plants, Estonia’s 

forest lands are on course to become a net 

carbon emitter by 2030. 

As it has become increasingly clear that 

neither smokestack carbon capture nor elec-

tricity from biomass alone will be sufficient 

to achieve net-zero emissions, attention has 

turned toward a technology called “bioen-

ergy with carbon capture and storage”. This 

process, typically referred to as beccs, is not 

in use beyond the research stage. It would 

start with burning pelletized biomass to 

generate electricity, as today’s wood-fired 

power plants do. But then the carbon diox-

ide emitted from the power plant would be 

captured from the smokestack and buried.

Employing trees, grasses, and other 

biomass crops to remove carbon from the 

air while its power plants avoid releasing 

that carbon back into the air, beccs would 

aspire to immediate net-zero emissions. 

But the process’s many steps – producing 

and harvesting biomass crops, hauling the 

biomass to the processing factory, grinding 

and pelletizing, hauling pellets to the power 

plant, sucking carbon dioxide out of the 

smokestack, liquefying the carbon dioxide, 

hauling the liquid to the injection field, and 

shooting it into the earth under high pres-

sure – would, in sum, eat up large quantities 

of energy. Researchers at Imperial College 

London and other analysts estimate that 

after accounting for those processes, a beccs 

power plant would produce far too little net 

energy to make the enterprise worthwhile. 

And if the energy consumed in the process 

were to come from fossil fuels – as would be 

the case well into the future – a large por-

tion of the carbon-capture benefits of beccs 

also would be canceled out. 

The harm caused by beccs would not 

stop there. Growing biomass plantations 

to feed powerplants would do the kind of 

ecological and social damage to the entire 

Earth that Europe’s pellet-burning is doing 

to Estonia. To pull less than one-third of hu-

man-produced carbon dioxide emissions out 

of the atmosphere would require that bio-

energy crops be grown on as much land as 

is already used to produce the world’s food, 

feed, and fiber. Replacing grasslands and 

forests with vast acreages of biomass crops 

and monoculture plantations of fast-growing 

tree species, with cycles of clear-cutting and 

replanting, would also break down organic 

matter in soils, releasing carbon dioxide 

into the atmosphere and canceling out a big 

portion of what’s being captured. We could 

lose half of native forests, grasslands, and 

savannahs, wiping out more biodiversity 

than would die off with a global tempera-

ture rise of 2+ degrees above pre-industrial 

levels – the very scale of disaster that carbon 

sequestration is aimed at preventing. It’s 
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not surprising that there are no full-scale 

beccs facilities in operation; nevertheless, its 

broad deployment is being assumed in many 

climate models and national climate pledges 

that project the theoretical possibility of 

net-zero emissions by 2050. 

As it becomes clearer that neither 

“clean” coal and gas plants nor burning bio-

mass for energy on a world scale are feasible 

routes to net-zero emissions, attention has 

turned to the idea of pulling carbon dioxide 

straight out of thin air, in an industrial pro-

cess known as “direct-air capture”. But car-

bon dioxide makes up only 0.03 percent of 

the Earth’s atmosphere. Sorting every three- 

or four-thousandth molecule out of the air 

for sequestration would require impossibly 

large expenditures of energy.

The energy numbers for direct-air cap-

ture are numbing. Capturing and storing a 

ton of carbon dioxide from the air requires 

more energy than a coal-fired power plant 

generates in the process of emitting a ton of 

carbon dioxide into the air. Conceptually, 

therefore, as many power plants would be 

needed to provide energy for capturing  

carbon dioxide from the air as were re-

sponsible for putting it into the air in the 

first place. Patrick Moriarty of Monash 

University in Australia, who has studied 

net-zero technologies told me, “Everybody 

talks about direct-air capture, but nobody is 

going to do it, because of the energy require-

ments.”

James Dyke, Robert Watson, and 

Wolfgang Knorr of the University of Exeter, 

the University of East Anglia, and Lund 

University, respectively, have been research-

ing climate change for decades. On this 

year’s Earth Day, they wrote an article pub-

lished by The Conversation in which they 

recanted their longtime support for net-zero 

technologies, telling readers that “the  

premise of net zero is deceptively simple 

– and we admit that it deceived us.” Their 

conclusion: “We have arrived at the pain-

ful realization that the idea of net zero has 

licensed a recklessly cavalier ‘burn now, pay 

later’ approach which has seen carbon emis-

sions continue to soar. It has also hastened 

the destruction of the natural world by 

increasing deforestation today, and greatly 

increases the risk of further devastation in 

the future.” 

No technology can relieve us of the ne-

cessity to phase out the extraction and burn-

ing of fossil fuels within the next decade or 

two. The purge of oil, gas, and coal must 

be done directly, by law. Economic nudges 

from market competition, carbon taxes, cap-

and-trade schemes, and carbon capture all 

are too indirect and weak. Disinvestment 

from the petroleum giants and repeal of 

fossil-fuel subsidies are needed, but they are 

not enough. 

Achieving an 8 percent annual de-

crease in fossil fuel use through the 2020’s 

and well beyond is a daunting goal, but it’s 

achievable – if the fossil fuel industries are 

nationalized and a mandatory, fast-falling 

cap is imposed on the barrels of oil, cubic 

feet of gas, and tons of coal coming out of 

the ground and into the economy each year. 

The hole left by the departure of fossil fuels 

can be filled only partially by wind and solar 

power, and not quickly. A conversion to a 

low-energy, downsized, equitable economy 

will be necessary.

I realize that such policies would be 

non-starters in the current White House 

and Congress, but the urgent need for them 

must be kept continuously before the gov-

ernment and the public. To instead delude 

ourselves into believing that catastrophic 

heating of the ecosphere can be averted 

through smoke-and-mirrors carbon account-

ing would be simply to give up and wait for 

the worst.
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The writer and photographer’s house at dusk, illuminated using 2 watts from a solar panel and battery.
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Light switch
Finding a way through artificial illumination, from candle to led

scott bontz

A
s part of my early exploration 

of living without electricity, I 

bought a lantern of the kind com-

mon before power lines reached 

rural America. My motive was at least some-

what romantic – illumination directly from 

a flame, in an apparatus like that my grand-

father must have used when as a boy he rose 

to milk the cows. But these antique-store oil 

burners are still made in China for everyday 

use, and millions of people in the develop-

ing world still rely on them. Before oil wells 

transformed transportation and the world 

itself, they gave us kerosene and revolution-

ized rural lighting.

You carry the lantern with a wire bale. 

The body is an ingenious arrangement of 

hollow, lightweight steel and a glass globe 

to maintain the flame even outside in wind. 

An assembly of steel wire holding the globe 

also lifts it for you to reach in with a match 

to light a flat wick, which trails into a tank 

of kerosene. My lantern was advertised to 

make about four times as much light as a 

candle, and the light was far cheaper – at 

least if the fuel was kerosene and the candle 

was beeswax. I could read and even cook 

with my Dietz lantern, and I naively loved it.

But in reckoning lumens and cents I 

consulted co-worker Marty Bender, who 

had spent much of his career at The Land 

Institute making energy calculations. And 

the answer I recall from him was not a 

number. It was a sarcastic appraisal of 

kerosene lanterns lighting the way to em-
physema. I had assumed that with the wick 

properly trimmed and adjusted, and no 

apparent smoke, all was fine. In later read-

ing about the history of artificial lighting, I 

learned that fires from tipped lanterns have 

destroyed a lot of property – well beyond 

Chicago in 1871 – and killed a lot of people. 

They still do. The particulates and fumes 

alone are blamed for more than a million 

lives lost each year. Lanterns with glass 

globes, like mine, release far fewer particu-

lates, according to a study by California 

university researchers in the journal Indoor 

Air. But millions use simple lamps with ex-

posed wicks. Their burning of kerosene and 

other fuels to directly make light released 

greenhouse gases at the rate of 30 million 

cars, according to an estimate by the same 

researchers 16 years ago. 

Evan Mills was with Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory when he 

led the studies as founder of The Lumina 

Project. In an interview, he said there has 

not since been the same kind of research to 

revise the numbers, but he was confident 

that they have come down, despite popula-

tion growth. This is because of the number 

of people in the world without connection 

to powerlines has fallen from about 2 bil-

lion to less than 800 million, and because of 

adoption of affordable solar-charged led’s. 

Here the developing world has leapfrogged 

over rich nations, Mills said.
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This is a little ahead of my story, 

which began about the time of the Berkeley 

studies. Still without electricity, I went to 

beeswax candles. These are claimed to burn 

more cleanly than candles made of paraffin, 

another petroleum derivative. But all candles 

release volatile organic compounds. So do 

plants, to attract pollinators, and so do per-

fumes and fossil fuels. Some voc’s are haz-

ards to human health. In high numbers, also 

harmful are microscopic, lung-penetrating 

particles from fossil fuels and candles – and 

perhaps any incomplete combustion. A 

study review by the web service Healthline 

last year said that breathing any kind of 

smoke can be unhealthy, but there’s no de-

finitive research showing that candles, with 

their tiny wicks and slow fuel use, pose a 

risk. You can reduce any risk by burning the 

candle in a room that is well-ventilated but 

without drafts that cause uneven burning as 

well as an annoying flicker. Keep the wick 

trimmed, and instead of blowing out the 

flame and making a lot more smoke, dip the 

wick into the molten wax. Or carefully slide 

a small pair of scissors up a short wick and 

pinch out the flame. I couldn’t get a snuffer 

to not make smoke. Healthline says that can-

dles made from beeswax, soy wax, or other 

vegetable waxes might produce less soot 

than paraffin. But paraffin is more refined 

than kerosene and should burn cleaner.

So, a beeswax candle is safer than a 

kerosene lantern. But part of the reason a 

candle is better – or less bad – for the air is 

simply that it burns less fuel. This means it 

also makes a fraction of the light. I can get 

around a room by one candle’s light with 

no problem. But for finding things, and for 

reading or handwork, the flame must be 

within a couple of feet. Not so long ago, 

before kerosene lanterns but after stoves 

replaced the enchanting though inefficient 

open hearth, families were closer in at least 

in one way: bunched around a costly candle 

or oil lamp. The candle also demands more 

attention. I trimmed the lantern wick only 

after a few to several days. The candle wick 

demands trimming every several minutes for 

optimum combustion. Carrying the candle 

also takes care to avoid spilling molten wax. 

It’s best to place the candle where you want 

it before lighting. There is one way that a 

candle is less trouble than a lantern: no glass 

globe to keep clean. 

I had adapted to living by candlelight 

when my brother gave me a solar powered 

camp lantern with light emitting diodes. 

This was not on my wish list for back-

to-basics living, but there it conveniently 

was, and my partner, Emily, and I used it. 

The light was cold and harsh, not like the 

warmth of candle glow, or even of an incan-

descent bulb. But it was free and easy – just 

put the lamp out during the day, bring it 

in and turn it on for the night – if the day 

had been sunny. Carry it around without 

worry about flame or hot wax. We liked it 

enough that when it was damaged through 

my neglect, I bought another. I think it cost 

no more than two 12-inch beeswax candle-

sticks. 

When Emily began teaching at Bethany 

College, she researched and bought a por-

table solar panel. Folded, it’s like a large but 

thin suitcase. The panel keeps her laptop 

charged for work at home. This was crucial 

during the pandemic, when Emily taught 

from the kitchen table. The panel feeds a 

battery package about the size of a car bat-

tery, with usb and 110-volt outlets. There 

are also outlets for powering led’s. Emily 

bought a pair of these lights, and to our 

straw-bale, earth-floor, unwired home came 

21st century rural electrification. 

One light hangs over the table, and 

one over the wood-burning stove. The lights 

have two brightness levels. We set them 
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on low. This way, the manual says, each 

light uses one watt to produce 100 lumens. 

A 60-watt incandescent bulb throws out 

800 lumens. That makes 100 lumens sound 

dim, but it’s about eight times the light of 

a candle. In the main room that is half of 

our 650-square foot house, 200 lumens total 

do not leave us wanting. I can read without 

strain anywhere at the seven-foot-long table. 

As a child of the profligate 20th century, I 

don’t call the light brilliant. But it’s more 

than enough. 

I say that partly from reading of 

how artificial light throws off our circa-

dian rhythm, the daily cycle of change in 

things like hormone levels, heart rate, and 

times when we wake and go to sleep. Jane 

Brox devotes a chapter to this in her book 

“Brilliant: The Evolution of Artificial Light”. 

She tells of French geologist Michel Siffre 

spending almost two months in a cavern 

with one incandescent light and telephone 

communication to the surface but allowed 

no way to know the time. Scientists aboveg-

round monitored Siffre’s waking and sleep-

ing, and found his internal clock hardly 

affected, with a cycle of about 24½ hours. 

But on the last day of the experiment, Siffre 

believed it to be August 20, when it was in 

fact September 14. His sense of time was 

shot. He also suffered anxiety, confusion, 

and physical stress, emerging from the cave 

“a half-crazed marionette.” 

An unusual case. But everyday life 

with artificial light is enough to throw us 

off. Brox cites research by Harvard’s Charles 

Czeisler, who found that even long periods 

of lower-level artificial light can skew us, 

so “most people in the United States are 

actually on Hawaii time”, experiencing peak 

drive for sleep at 4 to 5 a.m. instead of mid-

night to 1 a.m., and forced to wake earlier 

than they would like, which contributes to 

feeling tired. “Every time we turn on a light 

we are inadvertently taking a drug that af-

fects how we will sleep and how we will be 

awake the next day”, Czeisler said. 

The eight hours of uninterrupted sleep 

now recommended for our health might be 

just another of industrial life’s impositions. 

Brox relates historian A. Roger Ekirch’s 

study of medieval villagers, who went to 

bed soon after sundown. They woke around 

midnight for an hour or two, time which 

might be occupied by work, if they could 

afford the light, or by talk or sex. Then 

until dawn came a lighter sleep, the sleep 

of dreams. Thomas Wehr at the National 

Institute of Mental Health replicated this. 

He gave men daylight time of 10 hours – a 

midlatitude winter day. They slept only 

about an hour more than normal, but spread 

it over about 12 hours, divided by middle-

night time of “quiet, distinctly nonanxious 

wakefulness”, with brain waves resembling 

those of meditation. I write this during the 

longest days of the year, when I can live 

almost entirely by sunlight, going to bed 

at dusk, early in the 9 o’clock hour. But six 

months ago, when the sun was setting three 

hours earlier, Emily and I read a lot before 

lights out and sleep.

Have we humans let the combination 

of our diurnal and technical natures get the 

better of us? Few might admit fear of the 

dark, but whenever we could afford it, we 

have added yet more light to our lives. Men 

killed most of the world’s sperm whales for 

lamp oil better than beef and sheep tallow. 

Cities tapped former waste gas from coal to 

light streets, homes, and businesses, which 

brought us urban night life and graveyard 

shifts. The “gasometer” production systems 

also ruined neighboring soil and sometimes 

exploded. And then there was the revolu-

tionary lightbulb, which outsourced soot 

and gases to powerplants, and brought so 

much light to Chicago’s 1893 Columbian 
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Exposition that a rural visitor accustomed 

to kerosene lamps said it was like “a sudden 

vision of heaven”. Each of these steps began 

as too costly for all but the rich, but gas 

and electric lighting eventually became far 

cheaper than what came before. Historians 

Roger Fouquet and Peter Pearson studied 

lighting in the United Kingdom from the 

14th century to the 21st and found that the 

cost of lumen-hours, adjusted for inflation, 

fell 12,000-fold. But between 1800 – little 

in lighting changed until then – and today, 

the per-capita consumption of lumen hours 

rose nearly the same amount, 11,800-fold. 

Britain’s population took off half a century 

earlier. Counting from then, total lighting 

has increased 100,000-fold. The industrial 

world churns out so much night light that in 

a city you can’t see the stars, but from space 

you can see the cities – even, on a picture 

of the nation, Salina, Kansas, population 

48,000. 

This change concerns not just the 

health and esthetic experience of human 

beings. Artificial light affects the circadian 

rhythms of other animals and the flowering 

time of plants. It makes hiding harder, and 

navigation and hunting harder for those who 

depend on good night vision. Birds are con-

fused and drawn to illuminated windows of 

tall buildings and to communication tower 

lights. These are a few of Brox’s examples 

of how light affects chances of survival and 

the course of evolution. Emily and I have 

no lights outside, and I like to think that 

signals from fireflies around our house show 

that the insects are successful despite the 

light escaping out windows. But we diurnal 

creatures can see it from 400 yards.

And though led’s don’t make fumes 

in the house, I still worry. Artificial lights 

take energy to make, and unless that en-

ergy all comes from renewables begotten 

by renewables, we’ll burn fuel and make 

fumes somewhere before even flipping the 

switch. Modern lights also demand mining 

for metals, plastic, and sometimes glass. 

led’s can contain nickel, arsenic, and cop-

per, which some sources consider hazard-

ous, though neither the US government nor 

the city of Salina bars them from the trash. 

They reportedly are 95 percent recyclable, 

but I couldn’t find a place here to take them. 

There are mail-in services. That all said, 

led’s are far more efficient and longer lived 

than incandescent bulbs and even compact 

fluorescents, and their manufacture has 

evolved to use less material and energy. 

Mills, the researcher, is a wholehearted ad-

vocate. One can’t get out of bed today with-

out some ecological effect, but he said these 

small lights, especially with their own solar 

panel, are a godsend for people who have 

relied on more costly and hazardous – to 

humans and to climate – kerosene, candles, 

and other fuels.

Emily and I have chosen to bring led’s 

to our once darker though no less cozy 

home, and I hope that their light, which 

is pleasingly warmer than the old camp 

lantern’s harsh blue, will last us at least a 

decade. An led shouldn’t fail suddenly like 

an incandescent when the filament breaks, 

but instead slowly fade. A typical claim is 

for the light to reach 70 percent of original 

brightness after 10,000 hours. I think that 140 

lumens – 10 candles worth – will still be far 

more than enough. 

The efficiency that gets that much light 

from 2 watts and the declining cost of led’s 

furthers the change noted in the UK study, 

published nine years ago in Economics of 

Energy and Environmental Policy. Artificial 

light is vastly cheaper than centuries ago, or 

even a century ago, and is getting cheaper 

yet. And with that comes illustration of the 

Jevons paradox: increased efficiency lowers 

prices, which leads to increasing consump-
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tion. Will led’s make those night photos 

from the International Space Station even 

brighter, and our night skies even more star-

less? 

I take hope from the story of electric 

arc-lights. This 19th-century innovation 

was a continuous spark between two elec-

trodes, which added to the light with their 

own incandescence. The result was expo-

nentially brighter than anything before and 

shone with the color of the sun. The light 

reportedly woke birds to sing, prompted 

ladies to open their umbrellas, and enabled 

reading of a newspaper while blocks away. 

To replace thousands of gas streetlamps, a 

French architect proposed such lighting atop 

a 1,200-foot tower at the heart of Paris. This 

opens Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s book about 

the development of lighting in the 19th cen-

tury, “Disenchanted Night”. (Google trans-

lates the original main title, “Lichtblicke”, 

as “Bright Spots”, quite a different con-

notation, and more fitting Schivelbusch’s 

objective history.) The committee for the 

city’s 1889 exposition instead chose a tower 

by bridge engineer Gustave Eiffel. But 

Cleveland, Denver, Minneapolis, Detroit, 

and other American cities erected arc-light 

towers. Flint, Michigan, touted its own as 

the “poor man’s light” because it penetrated 

everywhere for everyone. Not everyone 

wanted it. Robert Louis Stevenson, who 

witnessed arc-lights in London and even 

the City of Lights, called the illumination 

quality obnoxious, “a lamp for a nightmare”. 

There also were the towers. San Jose’s 

200-foot colossus over a major intersection 

looked like it belonged at the perimeter of a 

prison yard, Brox said. And cities that had 

thrown up the towers eventually came back 

to something more modest and traditional, 

streetlamps. “Lighting that would maintain 

hours distinct from day”, Brox says. Our 

work to remake our world can indeed be 

limited for reasons other than economic. 

But modern electric streetlamps remain 

far brighter than the candle and gas lamps 

that lit city streets before the 20th century. 

Modern homes – even mine – and offices are 

far brighter than much of rural America be-

fore Roosevelt’s New Deal just one lifetime 

ago, and far brighter than homes in vast ar-

eas of poorer parts of the world even today. 

I sometimes still read by candlelight. 

We more often read in bed with a little 

led headlamp that Emily bought when she 

thought of a life on the road. Even in our 

home it’s seductively convenient, far less 

trouble than carrying a candle when we 

want something away from the main room 

and its two fixed lights, and especially for 

leaving the house to collect chicken eggs. 

We would miss it. I usually read with the 

headlamp’s dimmer, red light rather than 

with its brighter white beam. I hope this 

uses less energy and so delays having to  

remove and solar-charge the three aaa bat-

teries. I can hope it’s less disconcerting to 

my circadian rhythm. I also propose that 

there is an awareness had in using just 

enough light. The red headlamp leaves the 

room fairly dark but brings out the page and 

its type – all that matters at that moment. 

Even the candle, when I’ve got it right, is 

enough. And its flame brings something that 

no lightbulb can. You may call it romantic. 

Or a kind of independence, a lighting with 

wires neither attached nor in the guts. It is 

close to part of what first made us human, 

what illuminated the way for the painters 

of the caves at Lascaux and Altamira, and 

which demands us to take care with how we 

see the world.
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Five years into his work to develop a perennial legume as a grain crop, Brandon Schlautman is concentrating on 
sainfoin, an old-world genus already used for forage. Here sainfoin grows in The Land Institute greenhouse last 
February. The box in the foreground is home base for a pollinator, bumblebees. Scott Bontz photo.
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The legume field

is narrowed

A nitrogen-fixing perennial grain crop

candidate rivals soybean in protein

scott bontz

A 
masked man gallops over verdant 

England with a great bag of loot taken 

from the rich for the poor. This is 

“Monty Python’s Flying Circus”, and the 

do-gooder unloads not coin, but flowering lupines. 

And when swamped with the pretty legume, the 

cottagers turn on him. What if he had waited until 

the plants made seed to eat? Actually, lupine seeds 

have been eaten for millennia, but more as snack, 

not a staple. And they have been annual plants. 

What if they were perennial, and so were also a 

boon for soil? Brandon Schlautman explored this 

and found lupines don’t do well in Kansas. But after 

five years at The Land Institute, also evaluating  

alfalfa as a grain crop for humans, he is developing 

perennials from another, promising genus with 

flowers as lovely as the lupine’s. 

The genus is Onobrychis, which according to 

Wikipedia means “devoured by donkeys”, and the 

popular name is sainfoin, which derives from the 

Old French for “healthy hay”. You can see it’s al-

ready been used as a good forage crop. The genus 

has 71 species. Schlautman has acquired 15, and now 

favors four. Sainfoin has enjoyed some forage breed-

ing and use by farmers, including in the American 

West. So Schlautman has more previous research to 

draw on than does David Van Tassel, who started 

from scratch with the sunflower family oilseed can-
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didate called silphium. But you’ll still find 

little about Onobrychis on the web, and much 

of what’s there is written in Cyrillic letters. 

Scientists do not even know yet the number 

of chromosome sets in all of the species. 

Beyond having seen Onobrychis grow 

well in Kansas, Schlautman has learned that 

its seed is high in protein, at 35 percent close 

to that of soybeans. He still has lots to learn 

about the characteristics and functionality 

of sainfoin proteins, and how they will af-

fect what foods the seed can make. But tests 

of one of his favorites, O. viciifolia, found no 

heavy metals or toxins. Sainfoin seed has 

been fed to pigs, chickens, and mice with no 

problems. This research in Italy was to find 

cheaper alternatives to organic soybeans. 

The University of Wyoming also studied 

sainfoin as a grain crop. As with other cases 

of exploring novel perennial grains, neither 

of these earlier sainfoin program sustained 

funding for a job that will take decades. 

“Which is one of the beautiful things about 

The Land Institute”, Schlautman said: com-

mitment to the long haul. In addition to 

high protein, Schlautman said, sainfoin has 

respectable amounts of oil. 

Among US sainfoin forage grow-

ers are two in Montana who will each let 

Schlautman use two acres for trialing his 

grain crop prospects in a setting distinct 

from Kansas. He’ll take a crew and a tractor 

northwest to plant in August. The fields are 

in the western half of the state but east of 

the Continental Divide, one near Conrad, in 

the north, the other near Twin Bridges, in 

the south.

Sainfoin flower stems grow from 

about six inches long up to two feet. The 

florets, which blossom in ascent, are eas-

ily the largest among The Land Institute’s 

crops. Like silphium, they are pollinated 

by insects. Schlautman and his technician, 

Spencer Barriball, have employed bumble-

bees in the greenhouse. This year in one 

field they are trying alfalfa leaf-cutter bees. 

At another field are hives of honeybees man-

aged by Ebony Murrell, the institute’s lead 

researcher in crop protection ecology. Her 

team is also studying whether there are na-

tive bees to do the job. Like sainfoin, alfalfa 

and the two noted bee species are from the 

Old World.

Sainfoin appears to have originated in 

what is now Turkey. Schlautman is collabo-

rating with breeders there and in Mexico. 

Another colleague, Omar Tesdell, has col-

lected O. caput-galli in Palestine. This species 

is a diploid, with one paired set of chromo-

somes, which would make breeding simpler. 

O. viciifolia is an autotetraploid, meaning it 

has two pairs. Schlautman isn’t ready to at-

tempt hybrids. But he has been selecting for 

traits such as seed count, erect growth for 

combine harvesting, and retention of seed 

on the stalk but with easy removal from 

pods. 

Most of Schlautman’s seed came from 

the usda. He has about 100 accessions, or 

varieties, of O. viciifolia, which provides great 

genetic variety to tap. He has just one ac-

cession of O. vassilczenkoi, the sainfoin with 

the stack of flowers up two feet long. But no 

seed has come from these plants, because 

sainfoin is self-incompatible and usually 

can’t reproduce with a plant too closely re-

lated. Perhaps more international collabora-

tion will bring Schlautman more germplasm. 

His other favored species are O. transcaucasica, 

which grows in Iran, O. arenaria, and O. al-
tissima. 

Perennial lupines are not without 

hope in a different clime. Schlautman and 

Barriball said they did well in a Wisconsin 

plot managed by another colleague, a former 

Land Institute graduate fellow, Valentin 

Picasso. But developing them as a grain crop 

will take a richer budget.
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Land Report shorts

Perennial rice in US

Ebony Murrell visited Yunnan University to 

see progress by Chinese colleagues with pe-

rennial rice. Her job at The Land Institute is 

crop protection ecology and especially insect 

ecology, and she noticed that skimming over 

the rice fields were lots of dragonflies. This 

led her to wonder if perennial rice might 

help reduce malaria. “The disturbance of 

rice paddies through tillage and replanting 

creates an environment that is well-suited 

for Anopheles mosquitoes, the genus that 

transmits malaria in developing countries, 

and suppresses insect predator popula-

tions,” she said. “Perennial rice fields, with 

their lower disturbance, have the potential 

to increase predators, such as dragonflies, 

and decrease larval mosquito populations, 

which could lower the incidence of ma-

laria infections on people in rice-growing 

communities. Both economic savings and 

human health benefits of perennial rice, if 

demonstrated, could be major incentives 

for promoting the international adoption 

of perennial rice.” Rice is not The Land 

Institute’s forte, but it is at Louisiana State 

University, where Murrell knows Michael 

Stout, a rice entomologist and ecologist, and 

Jong Ham, a plant pathologist. And after 

a year of the three working together, Ham 

obtained a usda permit to import rice from 

Yunnan to lsu. The seed arrived in March 

and has cleared customs. Ham and Stout 

will screen the rice for pathogens in a quar-

antined greenhouse for up to two genera-

tions. Then the rice will grow at a research 

station in southern Louisiana, isolated from 

other research plots of rice to prevent ac-

cidental crossing of the perennial rice with 

annual rice in other research plots. Ham 

and Stout want to see if the perennial rice 

has resistance to rice diseases and pests of 

North America. They also want to compare 

perennial rice with annual rice in ecological 

benefits, how it would work in a dual-crop 

system with crayfish, and how it would af-

fect mosquitoes and their insect predators. 

Funding from a program administered by 

The Land Institute will support a graduate 

student for the project. 

A study published by The Lancet mod-

eled how climate change might affect ma-

laria and dengue fever, both transmitted by 

mosquitoes. They predicted that longer sea-

sons for the insects and the diseases, spread 

of suitable climate to higher elevation and 

temperate latitudes, and human population 

growth will increase risk in parts of Africa, 

southeast Asia, and the Americas.

Fengyi Hu and his team at Yunnan, 

also Land Institute collaborators, have 

made great strides with perennial rice. The 

Chinese government has approved three va-

rieties for commercial release, thousands of 

hectares have been planted in 10 provinces, 

and research partners are working on the 

agronomics and breeding of perennial rice 

in Myanmar, Laos, Bangladesh, Uganda, 

Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, 

Ivory Coast, Iran, India, Ethiopia, and 

Nepal. “It was a leap of faith for Fengyi to 

ship perennial rice to the US, and particu-

larly to scientists who he hasn’t yet met”, 

Murrell said. “I am very grateful to him for 

doing this.”
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Erin Wiersma creates drawings of the land by placement of paper after prescribed burns. For an example, see the 
magazine’s cover. Wiersma, an associate professor at Kansas State University, will show her work at The Land 
Institute’s Prairie Festival, September 24-26. David Mayes photo. 

Prairie Festival returns

The Land Institute’s Prairie Festival is on 

for this year, September 24-26, after the pan-

demic prevented its staging in 2020. There 

is no cap yet on attendance, but attendees 

will be asked to take precautions. Masks are 

strongly encouraged for the unvaccinated. 

Participants should use hand sanitizer sta-

tions before entering communal areas such 

as concessions, the bookstore, and the Big 

Barn, where talks are held. The barn itself 

seats several hundred. There also are bleach-

ers by the barn, and surrounding lawn if you 
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want more space. These are guidelines as of 

late July, and subject to change. If you are 

unsure about attending the event, know that 

livestreaming and recordings will also be 

available. 

At press time the slate of speakers was 

not set. As usual, the festival begins with 

a barn dance Friday night. Pancakes made 

with Kernza®️, our trademarked name for 

grain from intermediate wheatgrass, will be 

served Saturday morning. There will be food 

trucks for Saturday lunch and supper. Also 

as usual, there will be on-site camping, a 

bookstore, and plot tours led by researchers. 

Artist Erin Wiersma will show her work. 

On Sunday morning, Rachel Bieker will lead 

yoga, Aubrey Streit Krug will lead a prai-

rie walk, and Ann Zimmerman will sing. 

Festival tickets are $40 for Land Institute 

donors, $60 for others. You can register at 

our website, landinstitute.org, by calling 

785-823-5376, or by mail. 

31 acres and buildings

In 1986, the Krehbiel family sold nine of 

their 40 acres to The Land Institute. The 

property abutted Wes Jackson’s 29 acres, 

which already largely served the institute. 

The Krehbiel place included a 3,300-square-

foot house that quickly became our office, 

plus a shop and other structures. Added 

since then to the 9 acres: two greenhouses, a 

research building, and a threshing building. 

The Krehbiels had sold to move nearer their 

children. A son and his family remained in 

a newer house on the remaining 31 acres. 

Thirty-five years later, those Krehbiels have 

also moved nearer children. In April we 

bought their place and reunited the 40 acres. 

The house we gain was built in 1976, the 

founding year of The Land Institute. It has 

four bedrooms and three bathrooms, and 

might be used by our growing number of 

visiting researchers and interns. There’s also 

a large shed, two 1,200-square-foot metal 

barns built in 1986, and two ponds. The 

acreage is rolling upland and not prime for 

grain plots. But we couldn’t ask for a bet-

ter place for when our work demands more 

building space. Use of the property will be 

part of an upcoming campus masterplan.

New lead sorghum researcher

In June, Pheonah Nabukalu was named The 

Land Institute’s lead perennial sorghum re-

searcher. She had continued to help develop 

the crop after leav-

ing Salina in 2019 to 

be a visiting scholar 

at the University of 

Georgia’s Coastal 

Plains Experimental 

Station, at Tifton. 

This was after six 

years as a post-

doctoral researcher 

at The Land Institute. Now she is again an 

institute employee. She will stay in Georgia 

with her family, but travel between there 

and Kansas after she has hired a techni-

cian. For now she must stick to her fields at 

Tifton. Stan Cox continues to help maintain 

the sorghum plots in Kansas, though he left 

the position of lead sorghum researcher last 

year to join The Land Institute’s ecosphere 

studies team. See his essay on page 12. 

Machine vision

Last summer, 17-year-old Malachi DeHaan 

joined a crew processing samples of 

Kernza®️, The Land Institute’s registered 

trademark for grain and food products from 

Nabukalu
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intermediate wheatgrass. His father, Lee, 

is our lead Kernza researcher. The crew 

threshed samples, cleaned them, and then 

went through the lengthy process of collect-

ing data. “The last step is tedious because 

Kernza samples do not all thresh easily to 

naked seed, like domestic wheat would”, 

DeHaan said. “Some seeds are stuck in hulls, 

and others are stuck in pieces of the heads, 

called spikelets. We visually estimate the 

fraction of naked seed – which is slow and 

inaccurate – and then by hand pull out na-

ked seeds to weigh and measure their length 

and width. After a few days of processing 

these samples – which takes weeks – my 

son asked if it wouldn’t be possible to use 

artificial intelligence to process photos of 

the seeds and automate the data collection. 

I said I didn’t know, but he could try. So, he 

spent some evenings taking photos of seeds 

and trying out the latest software available 

for ‘machine vision’ or artificial intelligence. 

He proved that the idea had merit, and soon 

I had jumped in and started evaluating ap-

proaches. Over the winter, I worked out a 

method and had a computer programmer 

build a nice image capture and processing 

pipeline.” This involved photographing and 

manually classifying hundreds of seeds and 

spikelets, including hulled and de-hulled, 

sometimes with seeds touching, sometimes 

not. With this preparation Lee “trained” AI 

to make the needed distinctions. Data col-

lection became a matter of dumping up to 

1,000 seeds from a plant on the photo back-

ground, taking the picture, and sweeping 

the seeds off, followed by the usual analysis 

with a computer. The Kernza crew should 

be able to make 400 photos a day. For every 

seed pictured, they have length, width, area, 

and circularity. The AI program’s error rate 

is usually less than 1 percent, much bet-

ter than human estimation. In addition to 

knowing what percent of seed in a sample 

is naked, DeHaan can closely predict what 

the sample would weigh if all its seeds were 

de-hulled. “I am confident this data will in-

crease the accuracy of our breeding program 

while requiring less worker time in the fran-

tic harvesting and threshing season.”

Brood X

Most of Edy Cheremond’s work as crop 

protection ecology technician at The Land 

Institute involves insects, both beneficial 

and detrimental to our crops. Outside of 

work he rears and studies ants. Having lived 

in Kansas for three years, he’s also familiar 

with cicadas, neither friend nor foe of grain 

plants but big and loud. These have been 

annual cicadas, however, not the periodical 

cicadas whose emergence by the millions 

after up to 17 years as nymphs underground 

makes for a visual and aural spectacle. In 

early June, Cheremond drove to Hoosier 

National Forest in southern Indiana for the 

advent of what is called Brood X, the largest 

A long-lived member of the genus Magicicada.
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Thanks to our contributors

GIFTS

Every gift matters to us, thank you for being part of this journey. As we work toward best practices as a team, we are moving 

toward only publishing your name if you have given us permission to do so. If you see your name listed & wish for it not to be 

published in the future, please contact Amanda at 785-823-5376 or info@landinstitute.org. Thank you again for your generosity. 

This list is for contributions made from January 1 through May 31.

Mildred & Raymond Abell · Al’s OverHead Door Service Inc. · Angela Anderson · Sam & Beckie Anderson · Blythe & Hannah 

Ardyson · Cosette Joyner Armstrong · Julene Bair · Marian Bakken · William & Terry Baldwin · Court Ballinger · Ellen E. Barfield  

Jonathan & Nancy Barker · Marilyn Barnes · Robert C. Barrett & Linda E. Atkinson · Wendy Bayer · Eugene Bazan · Jill Beech 

Molly Bell · Bennington State Bank · Charles Benscheidt · David Benson · Edward Berg · Dale L. Berry · Allen Best · James D. 

Bever & Peggy A. Schultz · Kenneth & Marlene Block · Charles & Dianne Boardman · Robert Boggs · Oliver Bolz · Steven Borgelt  

Gregory A. Boris & Joan L. Reddy · Daryl & Norma Jean Bosma · Patrick & Ann Bosold · Craig & Stephanie Bowron · Jay & Sara 

Bremyer · Jill Bremyer · Harry & Courtney Brod · Allan Brown · Dhira Brown · Linda Brown · Robert & Janet Brown · Michael 

Burgess · Matthew B. Burke & Melissa Watson · Charlotte Burnod · Chad & Laura Burns · Mary Buschette · John & Eleanor 

Butler · Ray Cage · Doug & Janine Calsbeek · Matthias & Barbara Campbell · Margaret & Edmund Campion · William Cannon 

Jim Carlstedt · James & Marianne Cassidy · Michel A. Cavigelli & Martha Tomecek · Gretchen Chambers · Benjamin Champion 

Theresa Cichocki · Chris & Katherine Claflin · Clark, Mize & Linville Chtd. · Adrienne Clay · Michael Clow · Nicholas Colloff 

Common Ground Farms llc · Doris E. Coppock · Eugene & Shirley Cordes · David Course · Martin Cox · Tim & Sarah Crews 

Matthew D’Asaro · Evelyn Davis · Lawrence & Linda Davis · Rodney & Jeannette Debs · Alice Jo & Stanley DeFries · Susan 

Delattre · Dennis A. O’Toole Family Foundation · Nancy Deren · Al DeSena · Lawrence & Lois Dimmitt · Jeffrey Doan · Kenneth 

Doane · Brian Donahue & Faith B. Rand · Jordan Dornbierer · Sophie Drew · Millard & Frieda Driver · Donald R. Dunhaupt & 

of the staggered 17-year cicada cycles. “There 

aren’t many insects that come out in hordes 

like that”, he said. He missed the peak, but 

saw the ground pocked with openings, and 

adults and their left-behind exoskeletons 

coating trees. Unlike green annual cicadas, 

these throw camouflage to the wind – black 

bodies, orange wing veins, red eyes – and 

win by sheer numbers. “Predators can’t pos-

sibly eat all of them”, he said. A buzzing 

“chorus” of the male cicadas made a base 

noise for Cheremond’s hikes. The volume 

reportedly can reach 100 decibles, matching 

that of a hand drill, and if sustained, enough 

for hearing loss. For Cheremond it was 

never too loud to talk over, but in the car 

his ears faintly rang. He had three days with 

Brood X and said he would have enjoyed 

a week. Six weeks later, the adult cicadas 

would be dead, and their chorus replaced 

by the sound of rain as millions of nymphs 

hatched in the trees and fell to ground for 

the long haul.
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Patti Hackney · Katharine P. Dunlevy & George Seeds · Mike & Susie Dunnaway · Joseph DuPont · Martin & Sue Eddy · Randy & 

Lynn Ellingboe · Susan Elsner · Sandra Evers · John Farrell · Louis D. Fessler · John Fichtner · John Findling · Margaret & 

Mitchell FitzGibbon · Jeffrey & Mary Fleming · Enell Foerster · Seth Forster · Mary Frantz · Linda P. Fredrickson & Forch R. 

Atkinson · Mark & Renee Freeman · Ruth Anne French-Hodson · SuEllen Fried · Carl Friesen · Bruce Fuelling · Richard & Janet 

Futrell · John & Judith Gallman · Joshua Garrett-Davis · Sarah Garst · George & Mavis Gehant · Jared & Cindi Gellert · The 

Gessert Family Charitable Fund of Vanguard Charitable  · George Goodwin · Brad Gould & family · Charles & Patricia 

Grimwood · David & Michelle Gundy · George Gurley · Delmont Hadley · Darrell Hamlin & Shala Mills · Duane Harms · Robert 

& Dorothy Harris · John & Mildred Hart · David Haskell · Bert & Dawn Haverkate-Ens · Lydia F. Haynes · Brad Heald · Penny 

Heiple · Bernt & Suzie Helgaas · Karel & Michael Helgeson · John Hill · Robert Himmerich y Valencia & Eva Valencia de 

Himmerich · Thor E. Hinckley & Alison Wiley · Clinton Hinman · Melissa Hochstetler · David Hodges · David Hoff · Holes in the 

Wall Collective Inc. · John & Gloria Hood · Leo M. Horrigan & Margery McIver · Barbara Horter · Bruce & Debra Howard · Gary 

& Michele Howland · Mary Ann Hoyt · Jerold & Bonnie Hubbard · William Huffman · Dean & Nicki Hulse · Jon & Audrey 

Hunstock · Todd & Lindsey Hutchison · Giford & Nelda Ikenberry · Jill Isenbarger · Fred Iutzi & Melissa Calvillo · Douglas & 

Beverly Jackson · Anne Jantzen · Ed Jenkins · Bruce Johnson · Michael & Cheryl Johnson · Christophe Jospe · Steve & Cheryl 

Kaufman · Carl & Gladys Keener · Ryan Kegley · Robert & Judith Kelly · E. Dale Kennedy & Douglas W. White · Dan Kenney & 

Maylan Dunn-Kenney · M. B. Kirkham · Keith & Amanda Kisselle · Jay C. Klemme & Anne S. Wilson · Edwin Knittle · Stephen 

Kobasa · Bryce & Sheena Koehn · Kathleen Koplik · Dennis Michele & Stephen Koski · Douglas & Patricia Kramer · Nancy 

Kuppersmith · Melissa Landon · Steven Larson · Marietta & Alden Leatherman · Marlene Lee · Eleanor Leeper · Benedict M. 

LeFort · LeFort-Martin Fund at The Chicago Community Trust · Doug & Wylene Lengel · Laura Lesniewski · Frances Schneider 

Liau · Limbo Inc. · Elizabeth Little · Jakob & Tamar Loewenberg · Rachel & Erik Lof · Andrew Long · Sandra B. Lubarsky & 

Marcus P. Ford · John & Lee Luebbe · Karen & Gordon Luetjen · Lutin Curlee Family Partnership Ltd. · Neal Malicky · Gordon 

& Margaret Mallett · Grant W. Mallett & Nancy Tilson-Mallett · Kevin L. Markey & Candice Miller · Stephen Marsh · Anthony 

& Patricia Martin · David Martin · Francis & Christine Martin · Helen Martin · Sheila & Christopher Martin · Jeanette McBride 

Roger McDaniel · Lane McDonald · James McFadden · Mr. & Mrs. A. Taylor McFall · Kathleen McGeeney · Elizabeth & Lance 

McGuinness · Mimi McKindley-Ward · Dennis McLaughlin · Marilyn McNabb · John McNulty · James & Diana McWilliams 

Thomas & Agnes Meium · Brian Melville · Grace Menzel & J.B. McCombs · Caterina & Ryan Meyers · Nancy & Frank Miles 

Ross & Nancy Miller · William J. & Emily Miner · Suzanne Mittenthal · Barry K. Moir & Laila C. Goodman · Robert & Kay 

Moline · Paul & Tomi Moreno · David & Susan Morris · Douglas Morrow · James Murphy · Virginia & Laurence Mutti · Annette 

Naegel · Koji & Susan Nakao · Ann Nelson · Thomas & Jane Newton · Steve & Marcia Nicely · Mike Nichols · Galen & Rudene 

Niedenthal · Paul & Elaine Nighswonger · Dale & Sonya Nimrod · Kurt Nordback · Bill & Cori North · North Slope Enterprises 

Rita Norton · Zachary Nowak · Janet & John Nybakke · Debra O’Quinn · Michael & Kathleen Oldfather · Julia E. Olmstead & 

Paul Helgeson · Cheryl Olseth · Lindsay Olson · Lennart Olsson · Lee Overton · George & Suzanne Pagels · Stanley & Jeanne 

Pangrac · Gary & Eileen Parks · Gregory A. Parsons & Dorothy J. Johnson · Katie Parsons · Steven & Carolyn Paulding · Eldora 

Pearson · Richard H. Peckham & Maureen J. Nowlan · Kenneth & Ana Pecota · Abner & Kathryne D. Perney · Jean Perri · Robert 

T. Perry & Kathy Crawford · Carol & Brian Petersen · Maggie Pettersen · Jennifer Phillips · Sandy Phillips · Loretta Pickerell 

Lorrayn Pickerell · Chris & Meghan Picone · Odessa Piper · Mary Margaret Pipkin & Bob Boisture · Carol & Thomas Pitner 

John Pollack · Paul D. Post & Kay Kelly · Eric & Julianne Powell · Kimberly N. Pressley · A. L. Pugsley Jr. · Joseph & Judith 

Quinlan · Elizabeth Rayl · Barry & Beverly Read · Donald Reck · Elliott & Sarah Rector · L. David & Ann Redmon · Michael & 

Susan Reed · David & Wendy Reinhardt · Jamie & Catherine Renshaw · repco · David Rettele · Robert & Judy Riepl · James & 

Trish Robb · John Rogner · Douglas E. Romig & Lori Graham · Ivy Ronquillo · Philip & Joanne Roudebush · Aimee Rowe · Amy & 

Mark Ruck · Todd Russell · Mary Lou Sabin & Andrew J. Scheiber · Alexandria Sage · T. A. Sampson · Mark Sanderson · Peter 

Sandstrom · Eric Sannerud · Michael Scepaniak · Joy & Leo Schell · Dennis & Linda Schlicht · Anne Schmidt · B. John Schole 

Wytze Schouten · James Schroeder · Peggy A. Schultz & James D. Bever · Peter & Helen Schulze · Ellen Schwindt · Elizabeth 

Seamans · Kristin Selby · The Selz Foundation Inc. · Gerald & Jean Selzer · Julianna Shaull & Eric W. Howland · William & 

Cynthia Sheldon · Jim & Sara Shelton · Timothy Sherck · Claudia & Michael Shimkus · Linsey Sieger · Robin Silva · John M. 

Simpson & Sondra L. Goodman · Jay Skiles · Daniel Small · Douglas Smith · Ronald & Kahrmelle Smith · Pete Smucker · Kathleen 

R. Smythe & John Fanselow · Thomas & JoAnn Staker · Gordon & Frances Stallings · Pamela & Philip Stearns · David & Claudia 

Steckel · Anne Stratton · Gail Stratton · Laura & Neal Straus · Aubrey Streit Krug & Adam Krug · Hephzibah Strmic-Pawl · Craig 

Stubler · Russell Stucky · David & Shelli Swanson · Christopher Sweeney · Petra Tasheff · James & Betty Taylor · James T. & Rosa 

Lea Taylor · Alan & Bonnie Templeton · Gene & Patricia Thomas · Margaret Thomas · Tom & Mary Thompson · Paula Tompkins 

Richard & Marney Toole · Michael Totten · Douglas Towne · Jamel Tracy · Robert Ulanowicz · David & Kristin Van Tassel · Justin 

Vandenbroucke · Alexander Vicory · Pennie H. Von Achen · Vita Wallace · Mary Ward · Richard Waxman · Kenneth Weaver 

Wallace Weber · Robert & Judith Weeden · Ruth Welti · Robert & Kim Wemer · Gary & Alberta Whitenack · Erin & Jonathan 

Wiersma · David Wiesenberg · Wilderness Community Education Foundation · Max Wilson · Eva & Thomas Winkler 
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 $50

 $75

 $100

Yes, I’d like to support  
The Land Institute’s work.

LR130

Because we are a 501(c)(3) organization and we provide no goods or 
services in connection with this gift, the full value of your gift is tax 

deductible to the full extent of the law.

To learn more about the role philanthropy plays in  
our work or to discuss additional opportunities of impact,  

please contact our team at info@landinstitute.org or  
(785) 823-5376.

 I’d like to donate ___________ per month with my  
card on the  5th or  20th of each month.

 Enclosed is my tax-deductible contribution of:

 The Land Institute has permission to publish  
my name as a donor.

PAYMENT INFORMATION (please circle one)

Check Visa Mastercard American Express

CARD NO

EXP. DATE CVV

NAME ON CARD

CONTACT INFORMATION

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

E-MAIL

PHONE NUMBER

 $250

 $500

 $1,000

 $2,500

 $5,000

 $10,000

 Other: $ ____________

Christopher Wolf · Charlotte & Robert 

Wolfe · Anthony Wolk & Lindy Delf · Debra 

Young · L. D. & Anita Young · Randall Ziglar  

Robert L. Zimdahl

IN HONOR

Baker University Class of 1970, from Michael 

Pride · Jim Bender, from Grace Menzel &  

J. B. McCombs · Wendell Berry, from 

Adrienne Clay, Debby & Toby Dulworth, 

Dean & Nicki Hulse · Ian Desai, from Rohit 

Desai · Consuelo Diaz, from Joseph DuPont  

Earth Island, from Philip Hodges · Tom 

Eddy, from Kenneth Weaver · Eli Gross, from 

anonymous · Steffen Andrew Helgaas, from 

anonymous · Wes Jackson, from Patricia 

& Michael Johnson, Douglas & Patricia 

Kramer, Roger McDaniel · Marilyn Long, 

from Andrew Long · Rhea Miller and Sandy 

Bishop, Lopez Island Land Trust, from John 

& Eleanor Butler · Pat Miller, from Gail 

Stratton · Heather Niese, from Susan Niese 

Emily Rude, from Matthew D’Asaro 

Alienor Sauvage, from Constantin Sauvage 

Frieda C. Smith, from Douglas Smith · Steve 

Solomon, from The Dry Farming Institute  

Rachel Stroer, from Paul Helgeson and 

Julia Olmstead Fund of Central Minnesota 

Community Foundation · The University 

of Minnesota Kernza Team, from Mary 

Buschette · Arthur Youngman, from Jacob 

Treat

MEMORIALS 

Jan Baldwin, from David Rettele · Virginia 

Elizabeth Beazley Chambers, from Gretchen 

Chambers · Fred Dolgon, from Laura 

Orlando, Mary Chayko, Lori Pries, Lindsay 

Rosenfeld, Stonehill College, Hephzibah 

Strmic-Pawl, Chris & Michelle Wetzel-Sia, 

Beth Williford · Lawrence Egbert, from Ellen 

E. Barfield · Palmer Haynes, from Lydia F. 

Haynes · C. Dale Johnson, from Michael & 

Cheryl Johnson · Wayne Johnson, from Kathy 

Gunnell · Dorothy F. McNeil, from Dennis 

Michele & Stephen Koski · Joan Moody, from 

Liberty Prairie Restorations · Walter Innes 

Phillips, from James & Ruthie Gillespie, 

Sunrise Oilfield Supply, Petra Tasheff · Lucy 

Margaret Smith, from Marcia & Michael 

Mayo · Jeremiah Ned Spackman, from Anna 

Marie Spackman · Gary Tegtmeier, from 

Francis & Christine Martin
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The Land Institute bought 31 acres, a house, and barns just east of its office and research buildings. See page 27. Scott Bontz photo. 


